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Information Extraction (IE) Task

Figure 1: A document sample and its extracted information.
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Information Extraction (IE) Task

Figure 2: Information may be unstructured: fields can be extracted
independently. 2



Information Extraction (IE) Task

Figure 3: Information may be structured, e.g. tabular data.
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Prior work in IE

• SOTA IE methods use neural models to deal with the variability
of document layouts [1, 3, 4].

• Vast majority of them are based on token classifiers that predict
the information type of each token of the document.
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Figure 4: Token classifier for extracting the document number and date in
Figure 1. The Other (OTH) class is dedicated to tokens which do not carry
relevant information.
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Drawbacks of token classifiers for IE

• Such approaches require
token level supervision
during training.
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Drawbacks of token classifiers for IE

• Such approaches require
token level supervision
during training.

• Yet, deducing token labels
from the extracted
information is not trivial:

• Multiple words of the
document may share the
same textual value while
being semantically
different.

• This often leads to overhead
annotation costs.
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End-to-End (E2E) Information Extraction

• Palm et al. [2] propose a model that directly output the textual
values of fields but the approach is designed only for
unstructured fields.

• In this work, we introduce an E2E method that is also suitable
for structured information.
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Pointer-Generator Networks (PGN) [5] for IE

Figure 5: Our PGN extracting information of the document in Figure 1
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Dataset used for evaluation

• Private real-world dataset of 219k purchase orders.
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Post-processing gain metric

For a given field:

1− # deletions+ # insertions+ # modifications
N

where N is the number of ground truth instances in the document
for this field.
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Results

Table 1: Post-processing gains when extracting the products from the test
documents. % Perfect column indicates the percentage of documents
perfectly processed by each model.

ID
number Quantity Micro

avg. % Perfect

Word
classifier 0.754 0.855 0.804 67.4

PGN 0.711 0.832 0.771 68.2
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Summary of contributions

We proposed a new end-to-end method for extracting structured
information that:

• is competitive with traditional IE methods.
• can significantly reduce annotation efforts.
• is flexible to extract any information types.
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Thank you !
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Information Extraction (IE) Task

Figure 6: We assume that the text of the document has been retrieved
before extracting its information.



Word representations

Figure 7: The word representations are made of fine-grained textual features
and spatial coordinates.



Visualizing the attention mechanism

Figure 8: Attention weights for the
top-15 document words at the 6th

time step. The PGN has previously
outputted the tokens <Product>,
<IDNumber>, THX-63972D,
</IDNumber> and <Quantity>.



Further quantitative results

Table 2: Micro averaged gains over the test set conditioned on the number N
of products in the document.

N ≤ 3 3 < N < 15 N ≥ 15

Documents 33,332 7,820 1,613

Product entities 46,893 53,771 44,094

Word classifier 0.804 0.807 0.801
PGN 0.820 0.791 0.696



Presentation theme

Get the source of this theme and the demo presentation from

github.com/matze/mtheme

The theme itself is licensed under a Creative Commons
Attribution-ShareAlike 4.0 International License.
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